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is already rarer in Gujrati and in Rajpatana (Jules Bloch
Langue Mar Me, § 160). But the phonetics of place-
names leave the gate widely open to fancy.
A text which has not yet been mentioned will perhaps
help the solution of the problem of the site of Tosall;
I have found it ia the Gandavyuha. The Gandavyiaha
is a Sanskrit-Buddhist work preserved in Nepal and noi
yet published. Raj. Mitra has given an analysis of it
in his catalogue, The Sanskrit-Buddhist Literature of
Neptil, p, tO. Its extent is considerable. In reality,
however, it is only a fragment; it forms the last
part of the vast collection which bears the -title
of Avatamsaka, the entirety of which is preserved
in the Chinese and Tibetan versions. On account of
its importance the Avatamsaka has been, on two
occasions, completely translated into Chinese under
the direction of Buddhabhadra between 3.98. and 42J ;
and under the direction of SiksSnanda between 695, anil
699. The section which forms the Gandavyuha has been
translated a third time into Chinese by PrSjna, between
796 and 798, from a manuscript which bad been sent
to the Emperor of China by King Subhafearadeva of
Orissa ; the official letter which accompanied this present
has been translated at the end of the work. Thus we
know that the last section of the Avatatiisaka was already
treated as a -separate work in the 8th century in Orissa
and that it was in special favour there at that time.
Also about this time, jSantideva repeatedly cites the
Gandavyuha, by this, very name, in his Sik§Ssamuccaya ;
it is even, with a quotation from the Gandavyuha that
this treatise begins.
The Gandavyuha was well calculated to gain popu-
larity. For his exposition _of the Mabayanist theology, the

